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ABSTRACT 

The laboratery and fie[d trapping efficfenc•es of severa[ ty•es of flow barriers 
were ascertained° The materials used to fabricate the barriers were various types of 
hay• straw• crushed stone• and crushed stone/straw mixes° Ffe[d checks of systems 
of battlers have •nd[cated that flow barriers placed by the contractor have a near zero 

average eff[c•enCyo Experimentally modified flow barriers desfgned by the Soil Loss 
•quation have an average efficiency approaching that found [n the !aberatory tests° 
Sizeable reduc/io• C7%) in the downstream bottom-dwe[•.ing orgat•ff.sm:• was observed 
with the current)[y used flow barrfers, while for the experimental barrfers a sma!!er 
reductfon was noted° Ffeld observatfons appear to indicate that for rel.atively short- 
term, non-,point sediment sources, such as highway construction, the bedload may have 
a more fmportant effect on stream eco•.ogy than the suspended load, A method for the 
estimation of' the tfme requfred for stream rehabilftatfon was deve!.oped and used in the 
study. For the area studied, rehabilitation appears to be on the order of two to three 
months after construction stops and vegetatfon is established, The rehabilitation time 
appears to .•e del•endent upon stream flow and upstream colonization factors, 
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THE DESIGN OF TEMPORARY SEDIMENT CONTROLS 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO WATER QUALITY 

by 

David Poch• 
Research Analyst 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of increased concern over the possi.b[e degradation of the ecology and water 
quality of streams from sed•ment• in 1969 the V•rgin•a Department of H•ghways and 
Transportat•.oa p•.aced added emphas•s on the use of erosion and sediment control.s on 
h•oghway coastruct•.or• s[teS The purpose of these measures was to provide an effective 
temporary means of control.[•ng construction-generated sediment. The overall a•.m of 
the program •s to trap the sediment on the construction site rather than allowing [t to enter 
nearby streams and thereby degrade downstream water quality. The exact level of 
effectiveness of these controls was, until recent[y• unknown. Individual control structures• 
such as flow barr[ers• had not been evaluated as to their trapping effic•eacy and the over- 
all effects of Virginian's present efforts in sediment control had not been evaluated •n 
terms of stream ecology and water quality parameters. Lastly• no rational method of 
control structure deployment had been used during construct•.Ono Commonly, the deployment 
of: the majority of structures had been left to the d•scr[m[nat•oa of the Department's 
representatives on the construction project. Wi.thout a rational deployment method for 
cop_tro[ structures• only !•mited success •n controlling construction-generated sediment 
can be realized. 

The successful design of temporary sediment coatrol.s at any construction site 
must take i.ate account an estimate of the sediment loss while co•..struct[on [s under way. 
Thins est•mate• •n turn• must be based upon the temporal variati.on in the •ntensi.ty and 
distr,.but[on of the precipitation; the erod•.bfl•ty of the soil.s• the topographic relief• 
s•_ze, and geometric configuration of the construct[or_• area• and the trapping efficiency 
ef the individual structures used. 

No system of controlling sediment can be 100% successful, but the most effective 
attempt can be rea•.•zed •f each of the major construction act•vit•.es which generates 
sed•.mer•t J.s assessed as to •ts effect o• water quality. Recommendat}ons should be made 
to reduce• wherever poss•ble• the }mpact of those construction activ}ties which have 
a pejorati.voe effect on the environment. These recommendations, used in conjunction 
wii.th a rational method of des•.gn and deployment of control structures, should significa•tly 
reduce the impact of highway construct}on, on water qua[ityo 



PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The p•rpose of this study was: (I) to evaluate a number of the most •mportant of 
the currently used sediment trapping materials in terms of their efficiency; (2) to develop 
a method of est•mating.both soil losses and the number and p[acemer•t of control structures 
required to trap the sediment on construction sites; (3) to make a field evaluation, in terms 
of trapping efficiency and water quality, of the effect•veness of both the current[y used 
controls and several controls experimentally designed and placed on the basis of estimated 
so•l [osses; (4) to indicate those major h•ghway censtructio• activities having the most 
d•rect adverse effect on water quality; and (5) to make recommendations to reduce• 
wherever possible• the [mpact of those construction act[v[ties or techniques which have 
an adverse •mpact on water quality. 

The research reported here dealt primar[l.y w•th non-vegetative methods o• sediment 
control arid concentrated on the trapping efficiency of straw, hay, and crushed stone 
barriers. Experimenta• combinations of crushed stone and straw were also evaluated 
• the laboratory. 

PROCEDURE 

Soil Loss Prediction Method 

Research into the relationships of topography• soi•[• and rainfall for more than 30 
years has yielded the Soil Loss Equation developed by the Agricu}tura[ Research Service 
of the Uo S. Department of Agriculture(1)o The equation provides a systematic procedure 
for the estimation of soi• •oss from varying combinations of rainfall, topography• and soil. 
erodibi}ities(2• 3). It was designed primarily for agricultural apN•ications• however it. has 
t•een applied to highway construction(4) 

as represented by highway excavations or embankment 
sh•.pes considered to be •nseeded pseudo-fallow slopes or pseudo-•meadows with grasses in 
various stages of growth° 

The Soil. Loss Equation is expressed as 

A =R K LS (I) 

which 
A computed soil loss, tons per acre 

R rainfall factor the erosion index units per acre in a normal year's rain° 
(The erosion index is a measure of the erosive force of a specific rainfall, 

K soil erodibility factor the erosion rate per unit of erosion index for a 
specific soil in cultivated continuous fallow on a 9% slope 72.6 ft. •22 meters) 
long. (The reason for these dimensions is given in the USDA Handbook 282. (1)) 
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L slope length factor the ratio of soil loss from the field slope length to 
that from a 72.6 ft. (22 meter) length of the same soil type and gradient. 

S -slope gradient factor the ratio of soil loss from the field gradient to 
that from a 9% slope. 

The Soil Loss Equation was initially developed for agricultural areas of low and 
uniform steepness• and two difficulties arise in its application to h•ghway construction. 
These are that the typical highway slope is commonly irregularly shaped in cross section, 
and that at }east part of the slope is usually very steep. Recently, a modification of the 
equation by Foster and Wischmeier allows the prediction of so•.l loss for such irregular 
slopes (6). 

The rainfall £actor, R, and the so[[ erodibility index, K, have been tabulated for 
Vi•rg•n•a by the USDA Soil Conservation Service(5)o The s•ope length and gradient factors 
have been combined •nto a s•ngle factor, LS• and uniform slopes may be evaluated using 
Figure Io 
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Figure Io Topographic factor, LS, slope effect. Dashed lines are extrapolated 
values. (From reference 4.) Basic conversion unit 1 ft. 305 meter. 



A computer program prepared by Poche(7) takes into account nonunifor.m slopes 
for estimating soi[ loss from a highway slope or median strip° Input for the program 
consists era basic description of the slope (l.ocation• soil erodibi[ity, slope length, and 
gradient) and duration of construction. The output consists of an estimated annual .soil 
loss and a peak loss assuming a 2-year,6-hour storm event during the construction. 
This rainfa)•l intensity was chosen becauseit is typical of rainfall events in the eastern 
Uo So A s•mmary of the method of calculation can be found in Appendix A The 
Drogram also outputs the number of straw barriers required to centre[ this p•xk soil 

_L_a•pra_t_o•a_tio___!n of Sediment_ T_•r•r_,ia[__•s 

The major laboratory effort was centered around the determination of the filter 
efficiency of straw• hay• and rock barriers. These particular materials were chosen 
because they are the ones most commonly utilized in sediment contro[ barriers and 
bermSo 

Straw and hay bales of differing fiber .composition. were first eva•uated to 
determine if there was a materia• which preferential.•y had a higher filtering efficiency. 
Re!•ative ba•.e to bal•e differences in compaction were measured using porosi.t•es of the 
ba•.es as determined by 

F•ber Density (2) 

where E is the porosity and the b@k density of the bale is determined by its weight 
divided by its volume; the fiber density was determined with a pyenome, tero 

Tie determination of the filtering efficiency of various bales was found from 

SSo SS 
%Eff •n out 

x i00 (3) SSo 

where Eff is the filtering efficiency or percentage difference betweenthe suspended 
solids [eve[ of the input into the bale (SSin) and the suspended solids love[ of the 
ot•.tp•)lt fil•tered thret•.gh the bale (SSeut)o The evahmt•e• consisted of passing knowa 
vo!.umes of sed•me•t-[aden water at runoff concentrations (10• 000 and 20• 000 parts per 
m•!•[ien• or ppm) throt•gh bales placed Xn the flume as shown • F•gure 2o Sed•.ment 
c, ontro!• structures were s•mutated by s[ng•_e aad doubl/e thicknesses of straw and hay 
ba•es of varying types and bale sized gab•ons fil•_ed with varXous sizes and combinations 
of rock fragments and straw. The outflow water was co[!.eeted a•d reag[t.a.tedo A 
total of 250 Hters of 10• 000 ppm and 400 [•ters of 20• 000 ppm water-soil m•xtures were 
g•assed through each simutated co•_r•tro[ structure° A depth integrated sample of the 
:,u, tfbw water was made with a DH-48 hand samp[ero The turbid water was then 
vac•um filtered onto a prewe£ghed 45 micron lkter paper or poured into a prewe£ghed 
evaporating dtSho After dry£ng• £t was weighed and the average suspended solids of the 
outflow was calculated for sbvera! r•ms w£th the same materialo Equation 3 was used 
to calculate the eff£eienCyo 
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Figure Flume used •n determination of fi•ter•ng efficiency of flow 
barr•erSo 

F i e ! E_v_a_l_u_a t i_eA 9•_St•ra_w B a____r r i e r S 

An evaluation of the filtering efficiency of fiel.d barriers was made a•,,d the results 
compared to the fit•dfngs from the •aboratory flume studies° It was also hoped that a 
barrier system designed to meet tl•e soil •_osses cou!•d be compared in overall efficiency 
w•th barriers presently employed by a contractor° 

A field test location was selected on Uo S° Route 29 south of Charl.ottesville, 
Virginia, where two lanes of a four-lane divided highway were befng constructed° 
(See Figure 3o The project consisted of adding south.bound lanes to an existing two-lane 
facfiityo Fifteen hut•2dred feet (o 5 kilometer) of right-of-way was selected as a test 
area for.the field evaluation. The test section was located upgrade of an unnamed 
tributary of the north fork: of the Hardware River (see Figure 3)° The location was 
sea.coted because of its c,•oose proxY.misty to CharlottesviIIe• the siml•!fcfty of the drainage 
basin north of the test ].ocatioto.; the proximity to other streams• the high water quality 
of the crossing tributary as indicated by a pre-,test i•vestigatio•.• .and the presence of 
a b•ox culvert across the [ower portion, of,the test location which could be used for stream 
discharge measurements. The field evaluation site is diagrammatically shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Initially no attempt was made to change the normal routine of placing barriers• 
their location• number etco The field evaluation first consisted of monitoring the 
barriers placed by the contractor° Upflow and downflow water samples were taken for 
each barrier during storm events• and the average percentage loss was calculated and 
compared with the laboratory results° After storms• barr}er failures were identified° 

The rainfall •ntens[ty was monitored at the test location and was averaged from 
five gages placed parallel to the construction, 

The final field evaluation was made at the test location by replacing the contractor 
barriers with modified test barriers at predetermined spacings w[th•n the ditchl•ne to 
meet the soil losses predicted by the Soil Loss Equation. The number•aad k[nd of 
bottom-dwelling organisms per square foot we re mon•tored upstream and downstream 
of the construction using modified HESTER-DENDY b•ological substrateso (18) Each 
substrate contained five square feet of surface area° This area Was assumed to be 
statistically valid° Each substrate requires 6 weeks to "grow"° During this period it 
becomes seasoned• and organisms attach themselves and grow. By keeping three 
substrates at each stat•on• each separated in t[me by two weeks• it was possible to 
monitor the construction activity quite closely by relating suspended solids measurements 
to organism counts° 

Bio[ogica} mon}toring• although not a common practice in highway research and 
engineering £n the past• is very desirable because it is a sensitive index to water qua[ity 
and thereby to sediment pollution in streams. It [sa measure of the long-term environ- 
meat, a[ effects of sedime•to 

Other Field Studies for Baseline Evaluations 

After six weeks of measurements at the two stations associated with the test 
locat•on,• the moniter[•g program was expanded to 10 stations (see F•gure 5). Biological 
momtor•ng was located at n•ne of these stations and water samples were collected 
from all stations on a weekly bas•So The decision to expand the program was made 
because it was realized that an excellent opportunity existed to gather "baseline" 
•nformation on the effects of construction on water quality. An overall view of the 
drainage system was desired so that effects of individual construction phases (such as 
culvert construction or slope dressing) could be stud•ed• not •nly at the local station 
leve[ but also throughout the system, to see if downstream degradation was sign[ficanto 
This study also aided in the determination of regrowth rates of organisms and aquatic 
plants disturbed by construction° The biological effects of rain induced sediment versus 
•-stream construction •nduced sediment were also studied. 

_S.t_a_t_i_st_i_c_a_l_A_ n_a •KS_i s of W__a t_e_r Qua l!• 

Since the quality of water is manifested through its biotic component, an eco- 
l.ogical evaluation of an aquatic environment involving a comparison of the living community 
at one tfme or location with that of another should be an important indicator of water 
quality° 
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Biological analyses of the initial two stations associated with the test location 
y}e.•ded biweekly information on the number and type of organ}sins per square foot of 
stream bottom. Th•s index of stream productiv•ty was re•ated, to the, 
corresponding measurements of stream suspended solids. It was. hoped 
that a comparison of the biologic data with the suspended solids measurements could be 
made into a graph relating the percentage of downstream organisms as compared with 
upstream organisms to suspended solids levels in the stream. Such a graph should allow 
a recommendation to be made regarding a safe suspended solids level which will not 
do significant harm to the aquatic environment. 

Several additional measurements of the quality o• the water w•th[n the drainage 
basin undergoing construct}on were made possible, by the other stations associated with 
thi.s study° The basic assumption of monitoring, [s that the biologic community inhabiting 
any location within a stream is diverse enough to exh}bit the physical conditions required for 
their growth and maintenance° 'The community present in the stream thus reflects its 
water qua[ity. The organisms are the food sources •or the majority of the higher 
organisms o£ the stream (Co go fish) and are essential to the ecology of the stream. As 
the community is stressed, say by some form of pollution, the population responds by 
i•ereas}ng the number and kinds of those organisms which are tolerant to the new 
conditions and by decreasing those which are not. Table 1 shows the pr£ncipa[ stresses 
that can be p[aced on bottom-dwelling organisms and the resulting population shi•fto The 
principal effect of stress}ng-the stream population with s•It is to reduce both the numbers 
and kinds of all organisms Such a change or sh•ft car•in time, be characterized by 
changes in two pr•ncSpal measures of the population its mean diversity and [ts redundancy(8). 

Table 1 

Pri.nc•pal E•fects on Stream Organism Populations from Pollution 

Stress 

Toxic Substance 

Temperature 

Nutrients Inorganic 

Organic Waste 

Numbers 

Reduce 

Variable 

Redt•ce 

Increase 

Increase 

,No° of Taxa 

Reduce 

Reduce 

Reduce 

Variable 

Reduce 

Seurce U. S. Environmental Protection Agency° 
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The mean d•vers•ty, D, [sa meast•re of the average diversity among •ad•vidua[ 
organisms, or• •t another way• its average "r•ch•ess" •.•_ species or genera of the 
b•olog•c commtm•ty. Redundancy, R, on. the other hand• arises from hav•ng unequal 
a•mbers of organisms w•th•n the species or genera preseat. Redundancy can be 
thought of as the probability that an organism belongs to a specff•.c species or genera. 
Thus it is inverseKy proport•ona[ to the wealth of species or genera present° Redundancy 
varies from zero (ff each •ndividual be[oags to a different species or genera) to a value 
of one (/.f all •nd•v•dua[s belo•,g to the same species or genera). 

The mean d•vers•ty. (10) was computed from equat[ea 4 

(4) 

The redo.•dancy(8) 
was computed from the equat[o• 

R • log nt!- S log (N/S!! 
•=1 (5) 

where N -total rmmber of organisms 

ni -number of organisms in i th genera. 

S torn[ number of genera 

For examp!.e, •,f three genera, each containing one organism, are present at a 
station, then R 0o 00 arid • 0.86. Wher• redundancy •s zero•the popu!at•on of 
organisms is judged to be •n an acceptable condition., but when. D •s less than 3, 
according to Wtlhm(9), the population is approach•g an u•aceeptable condition. 

Until recently, whenever a large t•umber of water q•.altty parameters, such as 
redtmda•cy, mea• d•vers•ty• and suspended sol•ds, had been measured either over a 
lo•.g period of. time or over a !arge number of samptes, there was •o way to statistically 
evalt•ate (•.e.• assign probab•.[•ty levels) shifts ia these parameters. W•tho•tsoph•stieated 
evah•ative teehniq•_es, s•.eh shtfl:s in •arameters became the subject of conflicting •nter- 
pretatioaSo Harkens a•_d At•stt• have demb;•strated a teche•.que for reducing a set of 
numerical ind•ces into a set of umque rattles which can be statistically evalu•ated.i10) 
Basieally• the techn•.que •avotves nonparametric (d•stribt•ct•on-free)d•.ser•mtnatton 
techniques which provide a s•e_g!e index vah•e •neorporatir•g several measurements made 
at a stattor•. The index value •.s a unique dr, stance val.ae from a fixed reference point or 
eoad•t•Ono For this study, four variables were t•sed as a eor•trol reference point (mean 
diversity -D, redundar•ey -i:l• number of gee, era -G and a weighted a•erage st•spended 
sc..:!,ids meast•re -SS). The reference point (D 0• R 1, G 0, SS 10• 000) was assumed 
to be a •'b•ological desert" condition. 
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The reference point and the station parameters of the four indices were ranked 
frem low to high, and the rank variance of each parameter was computed using the equation 

Var 1/12K [(K 3- K)- • (t 3- t)] (6) 

where K M + 1 and its summation is over a[l t•es of entent t •n the values o£ the parameter. 

The standardized distance (SD or water quality •ndex between the reference or 
control point and the sample points( I0 is computed from 

2 SD i (Rank R i Rank R control) 
VAR (R) 

2 (Rank S i Rank S control) 
VAR (S) 

+ (Rank • 
i Rank • control) 2 

+ 

VAR 

2 
+ (Rank SS[ Rank SS control) 

VAR (SS) 

(7) 

where i-2, 3, M +1, sample points. 
d.•agramaticaily. _in Figure 6. 

SD for the case of three parameters •s shown 

The value SD is normally distributed and may be used to test hypotheses and set 
probability levels using standard parametric techniques. In addition• SD values mask 
station to station differences in number of organisms by using mean d•vers}ty and 
redundancy° Generally the larger in magnitude the SD value, the greater the station 
differs from the desert condition and• thus, the better its water quality. 

Two computer programs from the U. So E•vironmental Protection Agency were 
modified and converted so that water and b•ologica[ measurements could be evaluated 
simultaneously. 

RESULTS OF RESEARCH 

La___bp•r at 9 r y _R e _s _u • t_•s 

Relative bale to bale differences in compaction and fiber content were measured by 
ba[e porosity° The measured porosities (equation 2) ef 21 bales ranged from .838 to .928. 
The data are shown in Table 2. Single bale suspended solids losses range from 4,600 ppm 
for bar[ey straw to 8•900 ppm for timothy-orchard grass hay mixture. Using equation 3, 
the corresponding filtering efficiencies were computed and ranged from 46% to 88%. 
Double bale thicknesses are generally about 66% more efficient in filtering than are single 
ba!•e thicknesses. 
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Table 2 

Porosity and Filtering Efficiency of Various Bales 

Bale Type 
Bulk Density Fiber Density •g/c.c g/cc fio_r0s•ty _% Efficiency 

Hay, Orchard Grass 087 1.43 .838 78 

086 1.43 838 78 

127 1.30 902 56 

.124 1.19 .894 

.153 1.35 .887 66 

120 1.43 916 64 

Straw, Barley .104 

Straw, Wheat 094 

1.16 .842 64 

1.45 .928 46 

1o20 .921 65 

104 1.31 921 65 

071 1.37 .948 62 

.087 1.47 .941 62 

Hay, Fescue .111 1.45 .923 56 

101 1.59 936 71 

.103 1.35 .942 

Hay, Timothy, 
Orcho Mixed .130 1.24 895 

74 

88 

137 :1.33 897 

Straw, Oats 

125 i. 15 891 83 

.078 1.07 .927 76 

089 1.16 .924 72 
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Statistical t tests of the porosities indicated that there was no sfgnffica.c•t difference 
in the comi•action between the hay and straw bales, and that no significant differences 
existed between, the filtering efficfencfes of the two general types of materia[So I• other 
words, straw is just as good as hay as a filter-retention material. Thus neither material 
shou.[d be used fn l•reference to the other for flow barriers. 

Both porosity and bulk density have a very low corre[atfon with the filtering 
efficiency of bales. Thus any scheme to pretest the efficiency of bales with the deter- 
mination of porosity or bulk density would meet with little success. 

During the flume tests it was observed that there is a linear decrease with 
distance in the cross section of the bale exposed to the water-silt mSxture (see Figure 
?). The suspended solids loss and thus the filtering efficiency remain.ed nearly- const#.nt 
with repeated treatment with the water-siit mixture. It appeared that as the lower 
portion of the bale became clogged with mud, flow corridors were found in the higher, 
cleaner por:tfons of the bale A similar profile of flow can be seen in the case of 
doub.•.e ba•e thicknesses of straw or hay. 

]?fgure 7. Profil•e of flow through hay bale. Flow is from left to 
right and bottom of rulerapproximates top of flow profile° 
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It was also observed that allowing a wet bale to set for an extended period allowed 
the fibers to expand and a growth of fungus to develop internally, which increased the 
filtering efficiency. A pre-wetted bale was first tested for its efficiency in the normal 
way. After several weeks• it was tested again and its efficiency had increased from 
74% to 98%. It might be well to recommend wetting of the bales after placement on a 
project. This would be an inexpensive means of improve.rig.the filtering efficiency and 
if the bale was properly bound, it should not shorten the effective life of the barrier. 

In addition to the straw and hay bale tests• four experiments were performed using 
bale sized gabiJons filled with crushed stone and crushed stone/straw mixes. Two sizes 
of cr•shed stone with and without straw were used a fine mix (3/8 to3/4 inches (0.95 to 
.l, 91 cm) in diameter.) and a coarse mix (I 1/2 to 2 1/2 inches (3.81 to 6.35 cm) in 
diameter). The results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Gabion Trapping E•ficiency 

Without Straw With Straw* 

Fine Mix 32% 62% 

Coarse Mix 29% 58% 

* Approximately 1 inch (2.54 cm) of straw (compressed) was placed in each gab•on with 
crushed stone placed on top. 

It may be concluded that the effic•encies of the gabions without straw were low, even 
when fine, small crushed rock was used. However, the efficiency approximately 
doubled when straw was used, approaching-that of a straw barrier. The effect of the 
straw in the gabion is to provide a better bottom seal than rock alone. The majority 
of the void to void flow •s also through the more efficient straw.. •ven though their 
efficiency is low, crushed stone barriers are excellent for use •n streams because they 
impede bedload sediment and inhibit increased runoff effects (channel and bank erosion). 
They also serve as habitat for bottom dwelling organisms. Field observations of 
crushed stone barriers indicate that little or no ecological damage occurs with their use. (17) 

F i__e_ l_d_ _E_v_a)p a_t i o n p_f _S t_r_a__w_ B•a_r r i e r s 

A field eva}uati.on of the filtering efficiency of straw was made at the test 
location to (I) compare the results of the laboratory flume studies with field measure- 
ments, and to (2) compare various methodologies for•the design of flow barrier systems. 



Observations of the average percentage efficiencies of the flow barriers placed 
by the contractor are shown in Table 4. Negative values for efficiencies indicate that 
in some cases suspended sediment was a higher downflow from the barrier than in 
the storm water reaching the barrier from upfl•w areas, t•ach barrier consisted of 
three wheat straw ba[es as shown in Figure 8. The barrier spaci•.g distance was 
200 feet (61 meters). While the average laboratory wheat straw barrier was 64% 
efficient• those in the field showed a grand average of nearly zero. Observations 
made during-the rai•a[l events of Augt•.st 4 and September 6, 1974, indicated that• on 
the average, only a sma[.[ percentage of the flow barriers placed by the contractor 
approached the efficiencies meast•red in the laboratory. Most start[ing were the 
measurements oI A•xgust 4• which indicated the average efficiency of the barriers 
was a n•egative 7%. This finding means that on the average the barriers contributed 
to the suspended so[ids load rather than reducing it. 

Table 4 

Flow Barrier 

A* 

B 

Percentage E•ff•ciency of Contractor's Barriers 
(Wheat Straw Barriers 200 feet (61 meters) Apart) 

+56 

D 

E 

Ave rage 

+ I 

+25 

* Flow was irom barrier F to Barrier A in the ditchii•e. 

9/6/74 

0 

+25 

+ 8 

Barrier failure may result from a number of factors, The utilization of low 
r•mbers of barriers (Figure 9) results in large amounts of sediment and runoff simply 
bypass•ng•the available barr•erSo Improper constructic•n, practices include improper 
placement that al]•ows under•t•tting of the bales and flow around the ends of the barrier, 
These [atter probKems are probably the most signi•f•cant contributor to barrier [neff}c[ency, 
Improper maintenance on[y worsens the problem through t•me (F•gure i0) and directly 
co•tr•bt•tes to barrier ineffic•enCyo 



Figure 8. Currently used flow barriers placed by contractor. 
barrier failure by undercutting and end flow. 

Arrows indicate 
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Figure 9. Examples ofend flow and sediment bypassing of a contractor's barrier 
in test location (9/6/74). 
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Figure 10. Improper construction and lack of maintenance of flow barriers. Bottom 
photograph taken 10 weeks after top photograph. Arrows indicate barrier 
failures and results of lack of maintenance. 
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Field experiments a•med at overcoming the most common failures were init}ated 
by designing a system of flow barriers (Figure 11) in the test location wh}ch would meet 
the estimated soil loss using the Sell Loss Equation (equatien I). The predicted barrier 
spacing distance was 100 feet (30.5 meters)° Endflow was reduced by making-the 
barriers wider. Th•s widening ensured that runoff would e•ther run over,the top or 
through the barr£ero Undercutting was reduced by wedging the bale joints and the 
barrier bottom with additional straw. Finally• an additional straw baIe•was broken 
•_,p and spread upflow of the barr•.ero This added material had the effect of increasing 
the filter travel length of the barrier. It a[so reduced runoff velocities and allowed 
settling of suspended load, while at the same time it facilitated the removal of 
sed}ment trapped behind the barrier. 

Figure 1 I. Mod£fied fl, ow barriers •n test section. Barrier spacing is 
100 feet (30.5 meters) compare with Figure 8. 

R•noff measurements (November and December 1974) taken for the modified 
barr•.er are shown in Table 5o There was a 2- to 8-fold •ncrease •.n the average 
trapping efficiency when compared with the effic•enc•es of the contractor's barriers. 
The 57% average eff•cier•cy for each barrier of the system (November) falls in the 
r•,ge _of values obtained in the laboratory for single bale efficienc•eSo 



Table 5 

Percentage Efficiency of Experimental Barriers Designed by Soil Loss Equation 
(Wheat Straw Barriers 100 feet (30.5 meters) apart) 

Flow Barrier 

A* 

B 

C 

D 

F 

G 

H 

Average 

11/6/74 

67 

76 

79 

98 

35 

64 

34 

28 

32 

57 

Rainfall Event 

12/1/74 

-ii** 

3O 

46 

37 

5O 

19 

16 

* F•ow •s from Barrier I to Barrier A in the d•tchl•ne. 

Resulted from significant undercutting or endflOWo 

The suspended sol•d.s in-the stream due directly to constrt•ct}on runoff for both 
the cont-ractor•s barriers and the modified barriers are shown •n Table 6. The net 
addition ia suspended solids levels d•e to construction runoff associated with the 
contractor's barriers is very high (978 and 4400 ppm) as compared with those of the 
experimental barriers (106 and 680 ppm)o The runoff values associated with the 
experimental barriers (December measurements) actually diluted by 166 ppm the 
ambient stream levels with cleaner water from the project. 

Another important function of straw barriers is the detention of runoff in such a 

man•.er that i•t does not serlously add to the peak d£scharge of the receiving stream. The 
level of d•scharge in a stream can be very closely correlated with its erosive power. 
Thus runoff should be detained on the project until peak flow in the receiving stream 
occt•rs or severe downstream bank and channel erosion will take place. For [ight rains 
([ess than i. 0 inch total) field observation ind,.cared that the average detent£on time of 
runoff behind the •exper•mental barrlers was approximately 45 m•nuteso For heavier 
rains detention t•me would probably be even longer. Thus significant amounts of runoff 
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are being deta[•_ed on the construction s•.te by using the exper[meata[ barriers aad runoff 
is bei•ng added to the stream at a low rate° The [ong detention tiptoe also a£ds the natural 
trapp•.•g of sediment behind the barriers by sed•.mentatien. 

Table 6 

Suspended Solids from Construct,.on, PPM 

Upstream 

Downstream 

Net Add•tLoa Due 
to Construction 
Runoff 

; C o•r•t,i•a•t•r-• Barriers 

8/4" 

2O 

99,8 

978 

Dates 

•16" 

76 

4476 

44O0 

**Exper[meataI Barriers 

11/11"* 

52 

158 2030 

106 6.80 

12/ ,1 

1326 

B•o[og•ca[ substrates from the stream, located •n the lower porte, on of the test 
section, were take•, approximately four days after the rainfall eveats of September 6 
(contractor'•'s barriers [n test location) and November II (experimental barr[erS)o 
The organisms were identified and subdivided into three major tol.erance grec.pSo The 
three groups are (I) sens•t•.ve to pollution, (2) •.atermediate• a•.d (3) tolerant 
One wou•d expect that w•th.the introduction of pollutants i•to a stream• the 
se•_•s•tive organisms would be reduced some distance dowastream a•d wou•d not reappear 
unt•,!o d£1uti.o• was at a nontoxic love[, as is showa in. F•.gure 12. 

,. •---- SEDIMENT 
---a " INPUT S- 

.. 

,--T-------•'" ----------T- 

DISTANCE DOWN STREAM 

Figure 12. Effect upon organ•sm to[era)•ce groups of downstream 
sediment i•trodu.ct•Ono S, I, a•d T refer to pollution 
sensit•ve• •.ntermediate, and po[[ut•.on to•erant groups• 
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Under normal circumstances, representatives of all three tolerance groups would be present in any stream. However, the relative proportions of these groups is an excellent index to environmental degradation. With the introduction of sediment 
into a stream the sediment intolerant members of the community may be replaced 
downstream by more tolerant forms of organisms which can withstand the new water quality conditions. This can be more clearly seen in Figure 13, which represents 
percentages of the tolerance groups found on the upstream and downstream biological 
substrates removed shortly after the barrier efficiency measurements were taken 
in the test location. A predominance of sensitive forms is found upstream of the 
construction. However, downstream of construction, large amounts of sediment 
have been introduced as a result of the inefficiencies of the unmodified controls, and 
there is a corresponding shift to a predominance of more intermediate forms down- 
stream. The disposition of the forms associated with the modified controls remains 
essentially unchanged downstream. This latter finding indicates that the water quality 
was essentially unchanged and reinforces the efficiency measurements taken. 

The introduction of sediment to a stream should also affect the number of 
organisms per unit area. There was a 77% downstream reduction in total organisms 
after the September rainfall event (contractor's barriers). Measurements associated 
with the modified barriers in the test section indicate that there was only a 14% down- 
stream loss in organisms from construction generated sediment, 

Using the previously outlined procedure, water quality indices were calculated 
for both the upstream station A2 and downstream station A3 (see Figure 3). The 
results are shown in table B-1 of Appendix B. The index value is the standardized 
distance from the reference point, or biological desert condition. The larger the 
magnitude of the distance between the desert condition and the station point, the 
better the water quality at the station (Figure 6). Consistently, the largest values are 
associated with the A2 (upstream) station. The index values ranged from 33.004 to 
0.300. Because the station values are correlated in time, paired t statistics were used 
to test for significant differences in the station mean values. The paired t test has the 
advantage of eliminating all of the influences which affect both stations such as organism 
variability due to seasonal growth, drift rate, and meteorological influences. The statistical 
tests were significant at the 001 level, which implies that, on the average, significant 
environmental degradation was found downstream during construction 99.9% of the time. 

An index of environmental damage (SDA2 SDA3 for the stream associated 
with the test location was plotted (Figure 14) wi-•h data on rainfall, culvert construction 
activity and stream flow alteration. The variation of the index of environmental damage 
with time can be correlated with construction and in-stream activity. As the index 
approaches zero, there is no difference in the water quality indices of the two monitoring 
stations and no environmental damage is indicated from construction. The reverse is 
also true; as the index gets large, more environmental damage is occurring. As can be seen in Figure 14, the index rises sharply over the first three measurement 
periods. This rise corresponds with the time of principal culvert construction and 
maximum stream disturbing activity. Although some rain did fall during the period 
(late June and early July) much more fell later in the summer (late July through 
early September). Since the environmental damage index is free of the influences of 
rainfall, it may be concluded that the early changes in the index are due principally 
to culvert construction, and probably directlyto the damming and stopping of 
stream flow in late June and early July (labelled S on Figure 14). The weighted 
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suspended solids (see section on Other Field Studies) measure for July 14 at the down- 
stream station was only 23° 4 ppm, and was only 7.8 ppm above the upstream value. 
These suspended solids levels are far below the U. So Environmental Protection Agency 
[•roposed minimum suspended solids level of 80 ppm and the Virginia Water. Control 
Board's proposed safe.level of 60 ppmo Thus something else must have been influencing 
bottom-dwelling organism populations other than suspended solids. Field observations 
taken during this time indicated that large amounts of bedload were generated by 
in-stream construction° It would appear then that. high bedload levels and stream flow 
•nterrupt•on were the principal causes of downstream degradation of water quality 
as evidenced by severe reductions in organisms. Organisms were suffocated under a 
heavy blanket of bedload• partly created by construction and partly mobilized from 
existing bottom material as stream velocity increased when holding dams were 
periodically released. Following-the principal culvert construction and stream 
disturbiagactivity• the index of damage progressively fell toward zero• or complete 
rehabilitation and regrowth. Occasional subsequent increases in the index probably 
i.ndicate the influence of runoff •rom the test location rather than damage due to culvert 
construction. Figure 15 shows a regression of the index of environmental damage with 
t•me. Beginning with the largest value (most damage) and continuing to the last 
measurement period, the time required for stream rehabilitation occurs when the 
regression of the envi.ronmenta[ damage index crosses the time axis. At t:his point, 
the index •s zero and the water quality levels at the two stations are the same. 
F•gure 15 shows that t-he rehabilitation time is 92 days for the stream traversing the 
test [ocat£ono No permanent damage to the stream •s indicated and approximately 90 
days after all work }s completed and vegetation has been reestabl}shed• the stream 
should be completely rehab•litatedo 

Any downstream station experiences not only the sediment generated from 
•n-stream constriction but also that generated from highway construction and draining 
into the stream. The rehabilitation time of the stream could be decreased by reducing 
sediment from the latter source through the proper deployment of temporary sediment controls. 
Even though flow barriers were first placed on the test project early •n the construction 
i•hase (see Figure 14) by the contractor, efficiency measurements indicate that the barriers 
%ere essentially valueless }n stopping sediment° Mulching and seeding in the test location 
did net •ake place unti• three months after culvert construction was completed° 
Earlier seeding and mulching undoubtedly could have also decreased the rehabilitation 
time significantly. 

The principal sediment contributors which, affect stream ecology are in-stream 
activities such as culvert construction and channel modification and runoff from highway 
construction. Both can produce undesirable levels of suspended sediment and bedload. 
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Figure 13. Ecological evaluation of straw barriers of differing methodologies. 
The numbers of organisms per ft. 2 are shown under each graph. S refers 
to percentage of pollution sensitive organisms, I refers to intermediate, 
and T refers to tolerant forms. 
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Qthe,r Field Studies..for Baseline• Evaluations, 

To obtain more information on the effects of highway construction on stream 
ecology and water quality, several other stations were set up on streams crossed or 
affected by the construction. Each major drainage tributary was monitored (see 
Figure 5) in a method similar to that used at the test location. Each tributary was 
labelled with an alphanumeric designation to show its relative position in the drainage. 
Stations associated wi• •A •' are found in the headwaters of the drainage. Progressively, 
the streams are identified •B" and •'C '•, and a single station, D1, is located on the 
mainstream right before it empties into the Hardware River. 

Sediment in the form of suspended solids generated from nonpoint sources such 
as highway construction contributes to the degradation of the populations of bottom 
dwelling organisms. An attempt to determine a rational relationship between suspended 
sediment concentrations and organism populations was undertaken with a literature search 
of such effects. Severa• aquatic biologists( 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) have studied the effects of 
long-term suspended solids sources including placer mining, quarrying, and sand and 
gravel dredging on bottom dwelling organisms. It was observed that these long-term 
sources could affect aquatic life up to 11 miles downstream from the sediment source. 
The percentages of organisms lost downstream compared with upstream have been 
regressed against the suspended solids levels observed by the various workers and are 
shown in Figure 16. The regression is given by 

log (% diff. upstream--downstream) 2.81 606(log(conc. of suspended solids)) 

The data regressed with a correlation coefficient of. 85, which indicated that the 
suspended solids concentration was a reasonable predictor of the percentage downstream 
organisms loss. Figure 16 also shows, by vertical lines, those suspended solids 
levels best suited for the growth and maintenance of fish populations as suggested by 
the European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission(16). 

It was initially assumed that such a curve could be made for short-term 
suspended solids sources such as those generated from highway construction. 
However, a problem arose in trying to characterize the suspended solids level to 
which the downstream biological substrates had been exposed for their six-week growth 
period. Unlike a constant sediment source in a stream, the suspended solids generated 
by highway construction vary in time depending upon in-stream construction activity 
and runoff from rainfall. It was decided to weigh two-week averages of suspended solids 
measurements in the stream to the downstream organism losses, and then to regress 
the data for the curve. It was assumed that rainfall events and construction activity 
occurring closest in time to the sampling date would have the greatest effect on the 
organisms. Several weight schemes were regressed with the organism data from the 
stations (A2 and A3) of the test location. The weights included 

.10, .20, .70 
05, .15• .80 

.10, .30, .60 
05, .05, .90 
05, .I0, .85 

.33, 33, 34 (a simple average) 
and 16, 33, 50 (a simple step function) 
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All regressions of the two variables showed litt.te or no correlation. The simple 
step function scheme sho•r• •n Figure 17 was used for one f•.nal regression relating a 
grand average of all upstream stations within the drainage to the number of downstream 
organisms. The correlation aga•in wasvery small. 

It was conclt•ded that for short-term susI•e•ded sediment sources little or no 
correlation could be found with the percentage loss in downstream organisms. 
However as was later observed [n the field• bed[oad generated from construction 
does affect downstream organism populat[OnS It •s also suggested that suspended 
solo£ds poorly correlate with bedload for sh0rt-term non-point sources while correlation 
may be present for long-term sources. 

The standardized d•stance, or water quality •ndex (eqt•at[on I), using-the step 
fu•nct•o• weighting for suspended solids was ca[created for a[! stations under study° 
The data are shown in Table C-I of Append£x C. The range of values of SD for.all 
stations ranged from approximately less than one to 36 units away from the 
desert condition. 

All t•pstream stations (AI• A2, BI, CI) were compared with all. downstream 
stations (A3, B2, B3• C2, C3, and DI) by a statistical t test. The results were s£gn•f•cant at the I0 level, which indicates that the means of. the two populations were s•gni.f•cant[y d[i•lerent and that lower water qt•a[•ty •ndex nt•mbers were found down- 
stream during the majority of the co•struct•O•o 

o166 .330 o500 i°00 

SSAv 
E 

16•X 
1 + 330X 2 .4•. 500X 3 

F•gure 17o Simple step function wei_ght•n•g scheme for suspended 
solids measurements, • X2• and •3 refer to the first, 
second and thi.rd 2-week average st•.spe•ded solids 
associated with biologica[ substrate growth, 
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The water quality indices were plotted with respect to time and location 
(Figure 18). Upstream stations are separated from downstream stations and shaded 
areas indicate the principal periods during which culvert construction and stream 
disturbing activities were taking place. As was observed previously, the water quality 
index approaches zero near the end of high intensity construction periods. For the 
area of construction studied, three large culverts were constructed in the tributaries 
to the main stream (see Figure 5). Stations B3 and C3 (located on the mainstream) 
showed little effects of construction. Their indices are average to slightly above 
average. These stations were located on the narrow, high velocity portions of the 
stream where bedload and suspended load would probably have little effect on bottom- 
dwelling organisms due to bypassing. Station D1 was located further downstream in a 
pool at the end of the project. Sediment accumulated at this station and all upstream 
construction influenced the organism counts and suspended solid measurements there. 
The lowest water quality index for this station occurred during the middle of August 
at the end of a two-month period of upstream c•lvert construction and stream 
disturbing activity. Afterwards, the index slowly climbed for this station, indicating 
improving water quality conditions for the entire drainage basin. 

An indication of the stream rehabilitation of the entire drainage system was 
calculated by averaging all of the upstream water quality indices. (SDA1 SDA2 SDc1 ). 
These values are unaffected by construction and are an excellent measure of the overall 
water quality of the drainage system. The average upstream index for any one sampling 
period was subtracted from the appropriate index found at the D1 station, which is the 
station farthest downstream in the drainage basin. The values at D1 reflect the 
combined influence of all construction taking place in the basin. As the difference 
between the average upstream index and the downstream index approaches zero, the 
water quality of the entire drainage basin is the same. After construction, the time 
required for the difference between the two measurements to go to zero is taken here as 
a measure of the time that it takes for the drainage system to rehabilitate itself. Figure 
19 shows the regression of the index of rehabilitation versus time. The regression 
indicates that the drainage should rehabilitate itself in 50 days after construction stops 
and vegetation is established. 
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Figure 19. Rehabilitation time for entire drainage. 
station locations. 

See Figure 5 for 
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CONCLUSIONS 

No practica• method ol design and deployment of temporary sediment controls 
can tral• 100% of the suspended sediment b•t a• effectSre attempt can be realized •f st•ch 
co•tre•s are dope.eyed •:n nt•mbers based on estimated sediment l•osses. Losses may be 
easily estimated usi•ng the Soi.• Loss l•qt•at•ono Pro•er placement of hay, straw and 
reck flow barriers results in filtering effici.enc•es whi•ch approach those obser•red •n 
•aboratory tests. No s•gn•f•.cant di.fference was observed in the fi•ter•.ng effic•enc•es of 
barri•ers made from hay when compared w•th these made i•rom straw. The filtering 
ef•i•.ci, e•.•y o• ba•es (:,•an•t be predetermined by •s•g tests •vo•v•ng ba•e porosity or 
bulk density, as these measures have a very low correlation w£th f•teri.ng effi.ci.ency. 

F•e!•d eff.•.ciency tests of curre•_t!y t•sed f•[ow barrY.or designs suggest that the•.r 
average i•Llter•g effi•c•ency is nearly zero; thus •.tt[e mater•a• is trapped behind most 
barriers° In fact, some tests •.ndica.te that the ct•.rrently used barriers actua!.[y 
cow, tribute sediment to the runoff rather tha• reduce •t because of the obstruction to 
d•tchI•e flow. The principal causes ol the barrier •neff•.eiency are undercutting 
e•dflow, and •mproper p[acemento F!oow barrY.or design should be modified to e•m•ate 
or reduce al• •nei'fic•encies (see recomme•,•dat•onS)o The average detentions, time behind 
a currently used barr•.er is estimated at less than i m•aute while those which had been 
mod•f•ed had a detention ti.me of 45 mLnutes or more, depe•d•ng on the rainfa[!. •.•.t.ens•ty. 

An i, ndicator of good flow barrier design a•d deployment can be obta•.ed from 
an. ecological assessmen.t of the nearby streams whi, ch rece•ve construct•on runoff. If 
dew•:,s•ream envi.roamer•ta[ degradation has taker• place due to •neffi.c•ent barriers, then 
,•.t w•[• be ref•.ected i.n redactions in the overall r•umbers of bottom-dwelling organ•isms 
a•d/or adoptLve orga.•£sm popu[at•oa shifts° Severe eco!•ogi•ca[ damage occurs w£th the 
current)y t•.sed barri.ers a•d •Ltt!e downstream organ•sm redt•cti.on ex•:s•s w•th the 
modified barriers becat•se ef their better •rapp•g ef•f•ciency a•.d detention t•.meSo 
Th•:•s the des•g• and deployment system based o• the Se•I Loss I•quati.on can maintain 
good water quality co•d•e•s down, stream of ce•.str•ct[o• r•noff [ocat•o_nSo 

A far differe!;:,•.t picture appears when one !•ooks at the effects of in-stream 
co•.structiOno Bi•oleg•ea• m•.itoring t•pstream a•d downstream ol ct•vert co•struct•.on 
revea•.ed that water quality co•diti.ons were a•ways impaired downstream. Th•s is seen 
by the, rest•!.ts of statistical testing of the water qt•a[ity index va•t•.es. The l.owering of 
the downstream index corre•a.ted very c•ose•y with stream flow interruptions and 
c•:•strt•ction activities and •ow average st•spended solid yahoos. Average downstream 
suspended s(•ids were lower than those recomrner•ded by the U. So Environ.mental. 
Protections. Age•cy and the Virginia Water Contre• Board. However• .•arge amounts of 
bed[oad generated from general constr•.ctior•.• bypass po•mpi•g• a•.d stream flow 
i.nterr•ptio• were observed to contribt•te significantly to down, stream water qt•al•,ty degra- 
datior•o Recommendations must be made to reduce as much as possible the adverse 
•mpact of those constr•c•tion operations which create bed[oado Rehabil.itation of the 
stream was estimated to be •0 days for the culvert coastructi•c•, studied. 



The i•.fluence of bedload on organisms was further confirmed by attempts, to 
relate percentage losses in downstream organisms with observed suspended sol[d 
averages fora large number of stations within the drainage system. While long-term 
suspended se•ds sources, such as quarrying, can account for significant downstream 
organism losses, no such relationship.could be found for short-term sources such as 
h•ghway construction. Bed[oad in these cases may have a more important effect on 
stream ecology than suspended load. 

The rehabilitation time of the entire drainage bas[n was estimated to be 50 
days after all construction stopped and grades were stabilized. The rehabilitation 
time appears to be dependent upon stream flow a•d upstream colonization factors. 

I© 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that soil losses be estimated using•the Soil Loss Equation. 
The number of straw or hay flow barriers to be used on any project should be 
estimated from the soil losses expected to occur over the period of construction. 
This estimated nt•mber of flow barriers needed shou[d be placed oa the 
co•struct•o• plans as a suggested gu•del•neo 

It i•s recommended that straw and hay flow barrier effic[enc[es be [mpr¢•ved te 
meet the following criteria: 

(a) 

(b) 

Ditch[[no flow barriers must be widened to prevent flow around the ends 
of the barrier. The bottoms of the end bales must be-higher in height than 
the top of the keystone or center ba[eo If the center bale is entrenched 
then the top of the center bale midst be a m•n[mum of 6 inches below the 
bottom o• the end bales to provide a we•r for h•gh flow cond•t[OnSo 

D•tch[ine flow barriers must have additional straw wedged •nto the seams 
of the bales and underneath the bales to prevent •ndercutt[ng of the barrier 
at •ts seams or u•ders•deo Alternate to wedging loose straw u•der the bales 
•s entrenchment of bales to a depth o• 2 •ncheso Or• they must be sprayed 
with wood ce[k•[ose fiber, (concentration: 750 [bs/A) on the upstream side 
of the barrier. 

(c) A bale most be broken up and spread upstream of the barrier. The pt•rpose 
of th•s operation is to help plug voids in the bottom of the barrier and to 
increase the filtering efficiency by increasing the filtering travel l•ength of 
the barrier. 

It is recommended that after flow barriers are deployed the bales be thoroughly 
wetted [n place with water to expand the fibers and initiate the internal growth 
of ft•ag•So Th•s practice improves the filtering efficiency by as much as 50%. 
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4• It is recommended that any in-stream construction be done in such a manner 
as to reduce as much as possible the production of bedload sediment. A 
reducti.on in bedload should reduce the rehabilitation time of the stream. 
Bedload reductions may be accomplished by 

(a) adopting pumped water management practices; 

(b) constructing culverts "in the dry" where possible; 

(c) co•struct•ng rock or rock filled gabion check dams rather than straw 
to be placed •mmediately downstream of construction where possible. 

The following recommendations are made independently of the research 
conducted in this study. They are based on observations in the field and, evolved 
out of discussions with department personnel actively •working in sediment control- 

It, is recommended that for major construction projects and "environmental" 
inspector be employed with one of his responsibilities being to supervise the 
dep}oyment and maintenance of erosion and sediment controls. 

It is recommended that to reduce soil losses all cut slopes be made concave 
rather than convex in profile where possible. 
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APPENDIX A 

METHOD OF CALCULATION 

Appendix A contains a very brief mathematical discourse on the method of 
calculation found in the computer program. For a more detailed treatment of the 
method used in the computer program the reader is referred to reference 7. 

The basic assumptions of the Universal Soil Loss Equation are that the 
average soil loss per unit area (in this case, of roadside) is a product of a rainfall 
factor (termed R), a soil erodibility factor (K), a slope length factor (L) and a steepness 
factor (S). Thus, 

A RKLS (1) 

where A is the soil loss per unit area. For the purpose of calculation the slope 
length and steepness factors have been combined into a series of tables involving a 
length-steepness factor (LS). 

As indicated by the equation, the calculation of A assumes a uniform steepness. 
However, Foster and Wischmeier found that in the case of irregular slopes the sediment 
yields are not accurately estimated by the assumption of a uniform overall average steep- 
ness. They observed that the sediment load at any location on an irregular slope must be 
a function of the slope's erosion characteristics, such as its local soil detachment rate 
and the transport capacity of the runoff. They proposed that a slope of irregular steep- 
ness be divided into a series of N segments such that the slope steepness or gradient 
and soil type, and thereby the soil detachment rate, within each segment could be considered 
to be uniform. The total soil loss from the slope is thus the sum of the losses from the N 
segments. 

The Universal Soil Loss Equation then becomes 

N 1.5 (Sj •,j Sj •j 1) 
A RK 

1 

•e (72.6)0"5- (2) 

where the bracketed expression replaces the topographic factor LS in equation 1o 
The term "•j is the distance, in feet, from the top of the slope to the lower end of 
any segment, • 1 is the slope length above segment and • 

e 
is the overall 

slope length. The term Sj is the value of the factor S from segment j, 

0.04302 
+ O. 30if'+ 0o43 where S '6:613 (3) 

and 0 is the slope gradient or steepness in percent. The bracketed expression of 
Equation 2 may be simplified for computation purposes to 

N 

LS 
• • (U2j Ulj "•e j=l 

(4) 



The LS value determined by this procedure is a function of all the segment lengths 
and slope gradients or steepnesses and of their particular sequence on the slope. 
The percentage of the total sediment yield that comes from each of the N slope 
segments is also obtained by this computational procedure. The relative sediment 
contribution of segment • to the total soil loss is (U2• Ulj)/ • (U2• UI•). 
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APPENDIX B 

BIOLOGICAL ANALYSES FOR 29 SOUTH 

Table B-I shows the redundency (R) and mean diversity (D) calculated from 
equations 5 and 4 respectively of the text. Also shown are the number of genera and 
the number of organisms found within each sample. The first four numbers ofthe 
station identification are the month and day of the sample. The following alphanumeric 
designation refers to the sampling station location w•thin the drainage system (see 
Figure 5 of the main text). 



REDUNDANCY 
INDEX___ 

.5806 

.5276 

.0759 

.0916 

.2613 

.0739 

.5256 

.2357 
0.0000 
0o0000 
.5656 
.0752 
.2795 

1.0000 
.1070 
.2995 
.2673 
.3862 
.4776 

1.0000 
.1366 

1.0000 
.5201 
.1820 
.8164 
.6507 
.2818 
.3129 

0.0000 
1.0000 
.5181 

0.0000 
.1302 
.2593 
.9867 
.1684 
.3817 
,7131 

0o0000 

.8287 

.7131 

.4183 

.9274 

.4220 

.4884 
,6093 

0.0000 
.5483 
.7559 

0.0000 
.1571 

1.0000 
.2523 
.5196 
.7430 

0.0000 
.3523 
.8733 

1o0000 
.1959 
.7902 
.5909 
.4665 

BIOLOGICAL 

MEAN 
DIVERSITY 

1.664 
1.579 
3.219 
2.692 
3.510 
4.055 
2.076 
2,750 
.862 
.798 

1.923 
2.536 
2.736 
0o000 
3.050 
2.097 
2.306 
1.281 
1.540 
0.000 
2.632 
0.000 
2.076 
1.153 
.306 

2.560 
2.370 
2.309 
1.146 
0.000 
2.192 
.646 

1.621 
2.859 
.066 

1.688 
2.089 
1.529 
.500 

2.087 
.587 

1.529 
2.220 
.432 

2.246 
1.679 
1.471 
.500 

2.076 
.845 

1.146 
2.663 
1.415 
1.956 
1,699 
1.313 
.500 

2.770 
.981 
.818 

2.954 
1.167 
1.817 
1.898 

TABLE B- 1 

ANALYSES 

NUMBER OF 
GENERA 

15 
6 

13 
9 

25 

18 
13 

3 

17 
8 

0 
12 

8 
9 

6 

11 
0 

13 
3 

2O 
10 
10 

16 

5 
]5 

3 
5 
9 
6 

3 
6 

11 
8 

10 
7 
5 

17 

11 
5 
7 
8 

10 

18 
10 

3 
15 

6 
11 

9 

FOR 29 

NUMBER OF 
ORGAN SMS 

2467.0 
16.0 

125.0 
80.0 

960.0 
260.0 
525.0 
63.0 
3.0 

10.0 
845.0 
55.0 

103.0 
0.0 

135.0 
200.0 
175.0 
13.0 
29.0 
2.0 

28.0 
0.0 

82.0 
tG.0 
28.0 

182.0 
59.0 
32.0 
4.0 
1.0 

129.0 
4.0 

10.0 
71.0 

375,0 
16.0 
37.0 
12.0 
2.0 

153.0 
20.0 
12.0 
45.0 

228.0 
19.0 
30.0 
7.0 
2.0 

195.0 
24.0 
4.0 

38.0 
6.0 

15.0 
45.0 
77.0 
2.0 

186.0 
83.0 
6.0 

42.0 
25.0 
61.0 
51.0 

SOUTH 

STATION 
IDENTIFICATI_O• 

617A2 
617A3 
617B3 
61701 
628A2 
62883 
62801 
7 3A2 
7 2A3 
7 9A2 
7 983 
7 901 
716A2 
716A3 
723A2 
72383 
72301 
730A1 
730A2 
730A3 
8 IB1 
73082 
73083 
730C1 
730C2 
730C3 
73001 
816A2 
816A3 
81682 
81683 
814CI 
816C2 
814C3 
81601 
827A1 
827A2 
827A3 
82782 
82783 
827C1 
827C2 
827C3 
82701 
910A1 
910A2 
910A3 
91082 
91083 
910C1 
910C2 
910C3 
91001 
926A1 
926A2 
926A3 
92682 
92683 
926C1 
926C2 
926C3 
92601 

1116A2 
1116A3 

B-2 



APPENDIX C 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 29 SOUTH 

Table C-I shows the standardized distance (SD) calculated from equation 7 of 
the text. Input paramet_er 1 is the redundency (R) of the station; inpu t parameter 2 
•s the mean diversity (D); parameter 3 is the number of genera present at the station, 
and parameter 4 is the weighted suspended solids average of the station. These 
values are ranked from 1 to the number of samples present using non-parametric 
rank•ngtechniques. "ID" refers to the station location and time of sampling° For 
a further description of the statistical technique used, the reader is referred to 
reference I0. 

Table C-2 is similar to Table C-I except only stations A2 and A3 are used. 
Ranking is accomplished by a similar procedure and the standardized distance values 
are different because a smaller number of samples are used. 
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